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SHAMEFUL SITUATION IN PARIS MISHANDLD BY MAYOR HIDALGO OVER
JUNKIES PARK
STALINCRACK TRANSFERRED TO LA VILETTE

Paris, Washington DC, 25.09.2021, 22:16 Time

USPA NEWS - The Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo still cannot resolve this serious problem of the shooting room that she wanted and
installed in a popular district of Paris, and whose consequences are serious for residents. This becomes a real public health problem
from the location of Place Stalingrad where junkies, shot with "crack" sober up all day like zombies, attacking residents and throwing
lords to the ground, in the green spaces that surround them. .mThe residents of "Stalincrack" are exasperated and demonstrating for
the first time, to express their anger. For the first time, fifteen anti-crack collectives demonstrated, this Saturday, October 2, Place de
Stalingrad in Paris, to protest against the presence of drug addicts in the streets of the city, and more particularly in the north-east of
the capital. Paris, "city of lights" shows once again, how since it is managed by Anne Hidalgo, turns out to be dirty (Detritus, rats, etc.),
polluted, insecure, animated by violence in certain districts where it is not necessary especially not to surrender (18th, 10th, 11th, 19th,
20th districts, all in common managed by socialist mayors), for fear of being attacked, robbed, or insult without reason

ANNE HIDALGO MAYOR OF PARIS IS UNABLE TO SOLVE THE SERIOUS PROBLEM OF JUNKIES SHOOTING ROOM
The Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo still cannot resolve this serious problem of the shooting room that she wanted and installed in a
popular district of Paris, and whose consequences are serious for residents. This becomes a real public health problem from the
location of Place Stalingrad where junkies, shot with "crack" sober up all day like zombies, attacking residents and throwing lords to
the ground, in the green spaces that surround them. .mThe residents of "Stalincrack" are exasperated and demonstrating for the first
time, to express their anger. For the first time, fifteen anti-crack collectives demonstrated, this Saturday, October 2, Place de
Stalingrad in Paris, to protest against the presence of drug addicts in the streets of the city, and more particularly in the north-east of
the capital. Paris, "city of lights" shows once again, how since it is managed by Anne Hidalgo, turns out to be dirty (Detritus, rats, etc.),
polluted, insecure, animated by violence in certain districts where it is not necessary especially not to surrender (18th, 10th, 11th, 19th,
20th districts, all in common managed by socialist mayors), for fear of being attacked, robbed, or insult without reason… The French
Socialist Mayor of Paris, Anne Hidalgo presents himself at the same time to the presidential election, with voting intentions of 5%,
continues to be criticized and attracted enemies both politically and of civil society without however succeeding in forming alliances,
policies to claim access to the presidency of the Republic. Not to mention the controversies over the City Hall fo Paris, as some elected
officials, had to resign de to allegations amid sexual harassment, and rape....Parisians felt the problem has not been solved, and Anne
hidalgo seemed to be unable to resolve it for years, and is just displacing the problem as she is displacing the junkies from one district
to another, instead of fixing the drug issue for good....To be continued
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